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¿FUNCTIONS OF A QUADRATIC FORM
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T. CALLAHAN AND R. A. SMITH

ABSTRACT.  Let Q be a positive definite integral quadratic form in ti

variables, with the additional property that the adjoint form Q' is also integral.

Using the functional equation of the Epstein zeta function, we obtain a symmetric

functional equation of the ¿-function of Q with a primitive character to mod q

(additive or multiplicative) defined by £io(2(x))C(x)-ï. Re(s) > nl2> where

the summation extends over all x e z", x ¥= 0; our result does not depend upon

the usual restriction that q be relatively prime to the discriminant of Q, but

rather on a much milder restriction.

i. Introduction. Let Mn(Z) denote the set of n x n matrices in Z and

let SLin, Z) denote those matrices in M„(Z) with determinant 1. For each A E

MniZ), denote by A^ the classical adjoint of A, and by M the transpose of M,

where M is any matrix. Let Xx,.. . , Xn be n independent ^determinants and

set X = iXx,. . . , Xn)'. For each B E MniZ), define

B[X] = X'BX.

To each integral quadratic form ß(X) we can associate a unique symmetric ma-

trix A E M„iZ) such that

(1) QiX) = UA[X]=UX'AX,

where the diagonal elements of A are each divisible by 2. Define the discrim-

inant of ß to be

D = DiQ) = detA.

Associated with each quadratic form ß is its adjoint form ßt defined by

(2) ßt(X) = &4t[X].

Note that the discriminant of Q* is det A^ = LV~!, and that for each n > 2,

Q? may or may not be integral.

For each integral positive definite quadratic form ß in n variables and for

each character co mod q (additive or multiplicative, q a positive integer), the
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«-fold sum 2xez„_0cj(ß(x))o(x)-s {s = o + it) converges absolutely for o >

n/2 and uniformly in every compact subset of the half-plane o > n/2, and so repre-

sents an analytic function of s for o > n/2. We therefore define for a > n/2

(3) L{s,u,Q)=    Z    co(ß(x))Ö(x)-s,
x6Z"-0

which we call the I-function of Q with the character co defined mod q. We

remark here that by an additive character co defined mod q, we mean co = eqip)

for some integer p, where co(n) = eJpri) for all n E Z; we say that co is primi-

tive mod q if (p, q) = 1. A multiplicative character defined mod q will have its

usual meaning, i.e., a Dirichlet character mod q; we shall insist that a primitive

multiplicative character is nonprincipal.

It is easy to show that L{s, co, Q) always has an analytic continuation into

the entire s-plane and satisfies a functional equation (see the remark at the end

of §5). In this paper, we shall prove that under suitable restrictions on q, co and

Q, then L{s, co, Q) in fact satisfies a symmetric functional equation. Such re-

sults are found in the literature if D and q are relatively prime and co* is also

primitive mod q, where co* is defined in (9) below when it exists. For example,

Stark [8] has proved that L{s, co, Q) satisfies a symmetric functional equation

if co is multiplicative and (D, q) = 1 when co* is primitive (cf. [1] ); implicit in

his paper is a similar result for co additive. In general, however, the restriction

(D, q) = 1 is too strong, as is indicated in [7], where a symmetric functional

equation for L{s, co, Q) with co additive is found for Q{X, Y) = X2 + Y2 which

holds for all q using a method of T. Estermann [3]. In the present investiga-

tion, we shall relax these restrictions. The idea of the proof is to represent

L{s, co, Q), with co additive, as a linear combination of Epstein zeta functions

for which the analytic continuation into the entire s-plane and the functional

equation are well known, and then to evaluate the resulting Gaussian sums

Ggiq, p, x) which appear (cf. (6) below). These Gaussian sums have been

studied by Stark in [8] and [9] subject to the restrictions {D, q)= 1. In this

paper, we shall study both Ggiq, p, x) and L{s, co, Q) subject to the weaker

restrictions

(4) (p , q) = 1   where   D = 8Dq   and   5 = {D, q).

An immediate consequence of our symmetric functional equation for L{s, co, Q)

with co additive and (4) holding is that we can write down a symmetric func-

tional equation for L{s, co, Q) with co multiplicative, subject to (4) and co* be-

ing primitive when it exists. These results are the content of Theorem 3.

It is instructive to see the meaning of the restriction (4) in terms of valua-

tions.  Let ordp denote the order valuation at the prime p. Then (4) is equiv-

alent to
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(5) ord   q > ord  D   or   ord_ q = 0,   for all primes p.

Roughly speaking, these conditions mean that the form ß should not "degener-

ate" too much p-adically. Whether or not Lis, co, Q) possesses a "nice" func-

tional equation if ß is allowed to degenerate more than permitted by (5) is an

open question, though the results in [7] must be kept in mind in looking into

this matter.

2. Notation. Before we state the main results, we shall require some ad-

ditional definitions to those given above. For any t E R and q EZ, q> 1,

write e(f) = e2ntt and e (r) = eitfq). If p E Z is relatively prime to q, define

pGZby

pp = 1 mod q.

For any integral quadratic form ß in n variables,p EZ and a GZ", define the

Gaussian sum

(6) Giq,p,a)=      Z    e (pß(x) + a • x),
* x mod q   H

where "x mod q" means that each component of x G Z" runs through a com-

plete set of residues mod q and a • x represents the ordinary inner product of

a and x. Also, we define

(7) GQiq, p) - GQiq, p, 0).

Suppose there exists a multiplicative character Xi defined by

(8) GQiq,p) = xxip)GQiq,\),

where the defining modulus of Xt may depend on both q and ß. (Actually, if

q is odd, the existence of xx is guaranteed by Theorem 1, in which case it is

described explicitly.) To each character co, we now associate a new character

co* defined by

(9) *.\W* -V*
I XX, if w = X,

provided, in the second case, that Xi exists (cf. (8)). Note that co* depends on

both co and ß when it is defined.

We now introduce certain roots of unity which play a vital role in our

functional equations. Since GQiq, p) i= 0 when q, Q satisfy (4) (cf. (35), for

example), we define

0°) eQiq,P) = GQiq,p)l\GQiq,p)\.
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For any multiplicative character x mod q, define

rix) =    Z   Xix)eqix),
x mod (¡i

where |r(x)l = \Jq if X is primitive mod q. Therefore, if co is a primitive char-

acter mod q, define

(11) e(co,ß)

eQiq, P) if w - eqip),

T-^eQiq, l)x*i-Dq)   ifco = X,

provided, in the second case, that Xi exists (cf. (8)). Note that |e(co, ß)| = 1

whenever co* is defined and is a primitive character mod q, which is no restric-

tion for additive co in view of (4) and (9).

Finally, for xEZ", define

!1   if x = 0 mod m,

0   otherwise,

where m is any positive integer.

3. Statement of results. For convenience in stating our results, we intro-

duce the following

Definitions.  For each n > 2, the set Hn denotes the collection of all

pairs (c/, Q), where q is a positive integer and ß is an integral quadratic form in

n variables, satisfying (¿Xß)9, q)~ 1'. also, H* denotes the subset of pairs iq, Q)

E Hn for which ß is positive definite. Further, the set Hn denotes the set of

pairs iq, Q) E Hn for which the adjoint form ß+ is integral [cf. (2)], and finally

let /£ = Hn n f/+   We shall write ß G Hn instead of (1, Q) E Hn.

For each ß G H„, let A denote the unique defining matrix of ß given in

(1), and set

(13) Niq, Q) = card{x mod q: Ax = 0 mod <?},

for any positive integer q.

If [sfiy], s, G Z, is the Smith Normal Form of A (cf. [5, p. 26]), it fol-

lows that Niq, Q) = (sx, q) • ■ • (s„, q) and DiQ) = sx • • • sn, whence Niq, Q)

divides DiQ). Therefore, if ß G H*, there exists a unique positive integer

Riq, Q) such that

(14) DiQ) = Niq,Q)Riq,Q).

Theorem 1. Let iq, Q) GHn and supposepEZis relatively prime to q.

(i) For any a G Z", then
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GQ{q, p, a) = E6iA^)eq{-Wq8-XQ\i))GQ{q, p),

where A* is the adjoint of the defining matrix AofQ and 8 = {D{Q), q), {cf.

(2), (7) and (12)).

(ii) For q odd, then

as)        ^rt^D'feK^1)
where ip, N{q, Q)) = 1 and

(?)

denotes the Jacobi symbol.

Theorem 2. Let Q E tí* and assume that co is any primitive character

mod q, additive or multiplicative.

(i) //co = eq(p), then L{s, eq{p), Q) is a meromorphic function of s having

a unique singularity at s = n/2 corresponding to a simple pole with residue

tes Lis, eqip), Q) = (2?r)"/2?"" G (g, p).
«=«/2        i D{Q)/ir{nf2)   ü

(ii) 7/co = x. then Lis, x, Ô) is an entire function ofs, provided x* exists

and is nonprincipal.

Theorem 3. Let {q, Q) E H* and assume that co is a primitive character

mod q such that co* is defined and primitive mod q {cf. (9) and Theorem 1(H)).

Then there exists an integral positive definite quadratic form Q*, depending on

q and Q, such that

(16) Z{s, co, Q) = e(co, Q)Z{nf2 - s, co*, Q*),

where

Z{s, co, 0 = iqR{q, Q)x'nl2ityT{s)L{s, co, Q)

and e(co, Q) is defined by (11). Also, R{q, Q) is defined in (14).

Note that the right-hand side of (16) is defined even though {q, Q*) may

not belong to H*, in spite of Q* being integral (cf. Remark 5 below).

Remarks. 1. From the obvious identity

(17) Lis,x,Q) = -yr    Z    X(P)L{1> eq(p), Q)
TiX) p mod q

for primitive x, we obtain

2(s,X,0 = -=r    Z   xip)Z{s,eqip),Q).
TÍX) p mod q
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Therefore, the functional equation for Z(s, x> Q) follows immediately from the

functional equation for Z(s, eq(p), Q), which we establish in §6.

2. The decisive step in establishing (16) for iq, Q) G H* and co additive

is the explicit evaluation of GJ^q, p, a) given in Theorem l(i).

3. In his paper, Stark does not assume that ß* is integral. In the present

paper, however, not only does this assumption simplify to some extent the proof

of Theorem 1, it is essential. Indeed, the form ß defined by X\ + X\ + X\ +

X2X3, whose discriminant is 6, does not belong to H3 since (fl is not integral,

and furthermore Theorem l(i) is easily seen to be false with q = 2 and a =

(1, 0, 0)'.
4. ß* is defined explicitly in (31) and (32) in terms of the Smith Normal

Form of A*. If S = 1, then Q* = ßt, so that (16) is essentially Stark's result

in [8] for co multiplicative. For n = 2 and QiX, Y) = aX2 + 2bXY + cY2

with (a, b) = 1, say, then

Q*iX, Y) = 5((1 + Ds2)/a)X2 + 2sDXY + aDqY2,

where s G Z is defined by bs = 1 mod a. This is a fairly direct consequence of

(29), since the congruence conditions on the sum are easily seen to be equivalent

to the single congruence condition ax + by = 0 mod S. Observe that Q* is an

integral form with D(Q*) = D(Q).

5. The statement of Theorem 3 contains a defect, namely, our functional

equation cannot be iterated except in special instances, since (q, Q) E H~^ does

not necessarily imply that iq, Q*) E H*. However, if 5 = 1 or n = 2, this de-

fect does not arise in view of earlier remarks.

4. Proof of Theorem 1.  For each y G Z", the automorphism of the group

of residue classes mod q defined by x —► x + py transforms GJ^q, p, a) de-

fined by (6) into

(18) GQiq, p, a) = eq(pQ(y) + pa ■ y)GQiq, p, Ay + a)

where A is the defining matrix of Q. In order to evaluate Ggiq, p, a), the fol-

lowing result is found to be useful. The proof is an easy consequence of the

well-known matrix identity AA^ = DIn,D = det A.

Lemma 1.   AX + a = 0 mod q is solvable in Z" iff A^a = 0 mod 8,8 =

(D, q). If the congruence is solvable, then -Dq8~1Ai[a is a solution.

To evaluate G^iq, p, a), we distinguish two cases.

Case 1. ¿IX + a = 0 mod q is solvable.   By Lemma 1, A^a = 0 mod S.

Therefore, ZJaU^a = 2Q(A^a) = 0 mod 252, which may be rewritten as aU^a =

0 mod 25 when 5 is even, since (Dq, q) = 1 implies iD , 28)= 1; for 5 odd,

this is trivial.  Hence, A^a = 0 mod ô implies ß^a) = 0 mod 5, noting that ß+
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is an integral form since QEHn. Using the solution of AX + a = 0 mod q

given in Lemma 1, then (18) becomes

GQ{q, p, a) = eq{-'plyq'8-xQ^{a))GQ{q, p, 0),

where S~1ôt(a) G Z. Furthermore, it is easy to verify that this result is in-

dependent of which solution of AX + a = 0 mod q is chosen.

Case 2. AX + a = 0 mod q is not solvable. We shall prove that GQ{q, p, a)

= 0. To verify this, replace y in (18) by q^y, where qx is defined by q =

Sqx, so that

(19) GQ{q, p, a) = eq(pqxAU • y)GQ{q, p, a).

If yl+a • 7 = 0 mod 8 for all y E Z", then we would have A^a = 0 mod S, con-

trary to Lemma 1. Therefore, there exists y E Zn so that pq^a ■ y f 0

mod q, from which the result follows by (19). This completes the proof of (i).

To prove (15), we employ a variation of a technique used by Stark [8].

By Jones [4, p. 65, Theorem 25], we know that for each odd prime /, and for

each positive integer e, there exists E E SL{n, Z) such that EAE' = 2K mod Ie,

where K EMn{Z) is a diagonal matrix. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem and

the fact that q is odd, there exists E E Mn{Z) with det E = 1 mod q such that

EAE' = 2C mod q, where C = [cfiy] E Mn{Z) is a diagonal matrix. Therefore,

the automorphism of the group of residue classes mod q defined by x —► Ex

transforms Gg{q, p) into

(20) GQ{q,p)=    Z    eq(p{cix2l+--- + cnx2n)) = f[G{q,pcj),
xmod<7 /=1

where G{q, h) is the ordinary Gaussian sum defined by

G{q,h)=     Z   eq{hx2).
x mod q

It is well known that

G{q,ph)=(fjG{q,h)   and    \{G{q, h)\ = y/dj,

where (p, q) = 1, {q, h) = d, q =dr and

is the Jacobi symbol. Therefore, (20) implies

(2D Gflfop>-n(^)-°flfei>

and
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(22) \GQiq,p)\2=tl---tnq",

where t¡ = (cy, q) and q = tfl¡, j = 1,.. ., n. In order to obtain an invariant

interpretation of the product tx • • • tn, we evaluate \Gqiq, p)\ in another way,

which is given by

Lemma 2.  Let QEH„ and p.qEZbe relatively prime, q>\. If

GQiq, p) * 0, then

(23) \GQiq,p)\2=qnNiq,Q),

where Niq, Q) is defined by (13).

We shall complete the proof of Theorem l(ii) before proving Lemma 2.

By (20) and the results immediately following it, it is clear that G^iq, p) # 0,

so that on comparing (22) and (23), we have tx • • • tn - Niq, Q). Since (p, q)

= 1 and tj divides q for each; = 1,..., n, then ip, Niq, Q))= Í. Therefore,

(15) follows immediately from (21), as required.

We now prove Lemma 2. By the definition of Ggiq, p), we clearly have

|Gß(?,p)l2=    Z £   eq(p[Q(y)-Qix)]);
x mod q y mod q

applying the automorphism y —► y + x to the inner sum transforms the sum

into

Z     eqip[Q(y) + x'Ay]).
x,y mod q

By appealing to the obvious identity

Z    eqi*-x) = qnEqiz),
s mod 4

a G Z" (cf. (12)), it follows that

(24) \GQiq,p)\2=qn4>,

where

* = Z eqipQix)).
x mod q;Ax=0 mod q

Now consider

*2 = M2= Z e(p[Q(y)-Qix)}).
x,y mod q;Ax=Ay=0 mod q

The same argument used above (i.e., y —*■ y + x) transforms this sum into

ij/2 = Niq, Q)\jj. Since GQiq, Q) ï 0 by hypothesis, \p # 0, whence \p = Niq, Q),

as required.
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Remark.   For {q, Q)E Hn, it is easy to see that Ax = 0 mod q implies

Dx'Ax = 2QÏÏ{Ax) = 0 (mod q*) from which x'Ax = 0 mod q. Therefore, for

q odd, (23) follows from (24) directly. However, for q even, this argument

does not work. The proof of (23) given above has been designed to avoid these

difficulties.

5. ftoof of Theorem 2. Before beginning the proof of this theorem, we

shall require the following information regarding the Epstein zeta function.

For each Q E tí* and u, v G R", the associated Epstein zeta function is

defined as

(25) f(s,u,v, ß)=       £       e{x • u)ß(x + v)-s,

xez",x+v#o

which is an analytic function of s for o > n/2 and has the following additional

properties due to Epstein [2] (for a convenient version, see Siegel [6, p. 69] ).

Lemma 3.   f(s, u, v, Q) has an analytic continuation into the entire s-plane,

which is an entire function of s if u $ Zn. If u G Zn, then f (s, u, v, Q) is mero-

morphic in the entire s-plane possessing a unique singularity at s = n/2 corres-

ponding to a simple pole with residue (2ff)"/2 /D(ß),,4r(n/2). In either case,

f(s, u, v, Q) satisfies the following symmetric functional equation:

(^fr~) 'w^u' v> ô) ■ <-■ • v>(^^-) * r(s'W-v- - ». e+)

where s' = n/2 - s for fixed n.

Remark.   Lemma 3 is true in a much wider context, though the above

is sufficient for the present needs (cf. [6] ).

We now prove Theorem 2. By definition of L{s, e ip), Q), we may parti-

tion Z" into residue classes mod q so that

Lis,eqip),Q)=    Z   eqipQ{d)) Z ô(x)"s,
dmod« xez"-0;x3dmodï

which by (25) can be rewritten as

(26) L{s,eqip),Q) = q-2s   Z   eqipQ{à)K{s, 0, q~xd, Q).
d mod«/

By Lemma 3, it is clear that L{s, eq{p), Q) has an analytic continuation into the

entire s-plane, and further that it is meromorphic in the entire s-plane with a

unique singularity occurring at s = n/2 corresponding to a simple pole with resi-

due as given in Theorem 2. To prove (ii), apply (i) to (17), which shows that

L{s, x» Ô) has in fact a removable singularity at s = n/2 when x* is defined and

nonprincipal mod q.

Remark.   In view of the functional equation for the Epstein zeta func-
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tion, it is clear from (26) that a functional equation for Lis, e (p), Q) can be

written down. It turns out that the functional equation for f(s, u, v, ß), to-

gether with the condition iq, Q) E H£, forces the functional equation of

Lis, eq(p), Q) to be symmetric. This is the content of the next section.

6. Proof of Theorem 3 for co = eqip), ip,q)=l. By multiplying both

sides of (26) by (D(ß)1/n/27r)sr(s) and applying the functional equation of

f(s, 0, c7-1d, Q) given in Lemma 3 we obtain

(27) (^")W(,.,«, a - r-^ï/iw*. v», e)

where s - n/2 - s and

(28) WC*'. e,<P)> ß) =    Z   eipQtmtf. ?_1d, 0, ß+).
dmod 4

Inserting the definition of f(s', t7_1d, 0, ß+) into (28) for o < 0 and changing

the order of summation, we find that

W,eq(p),Q)=     Z    GQiq, p, x)ßt(x)"s'

(29) *ez"-°

= Cß(?.p) Z eqi-p-Dqb--1Q\x))Q\xr!l'

xez"-OM^Omod8

by Theorem 1.

Let S - [Sj-Sy] denote the Smith Normal Form of yl^, sf G Z (cf. [5,

p. 26] ). Then there exists U, V G SZ(h, Z) such that ¿t - IT lSV~ '. Sub-

stituting this into (29) and applying the automorphism x —*• Vx of Zn, we ob-

tain

W, eqip), Q)

(30) =Gß(t7,p) Z eqi-p-Dqo-lQHVx))QHVx)-*'.

xez"-0;Sx=OmodS

As S is diagonal, the restriction on the sum in (30) is easily dealt with. For each

i- 1.n, define b¡ by

5 = 7^.(5, s.)    and put   B =

Define a quadratic form Q* by

[:■• :J
(31) ß*(X) = &4*[X],

where A* is the symmetric positive definite matrix defined by
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(32) A* = 8-XBV'A*VB.

Since SB G 8Mn{Z), A*{VBx) = U~ xSBx = 0 (mod S) for all x G Z". There-

fore, the argument at the beginning of the proof of Theorem l(i), Case 1, shows

that Sß*(x) = Q*{VBx) s 0 mod 5, for all x G Z". Therefore, Q* is an integral

quadratic form belonging to tí+, so that (30) may be rewritten as

W, eqip), Q) = 8-*'GQ{q, p)L{s', eq{-PDq), Q*).

Consequently, (27) can now be written as

The functional equation in (33) for our ¿-functions clearly lacks symmetry

in its present form. However, in the special case in which S = 1, we can readily

deduce (16) from (33) as follows. First we note that we may essentially take

Q* = ô+ in view of (29), in which case N{q, Q) = 1 since S = 1. Using (10)

and (23), we obtain (16). The general case is more subtle and appears to es-

sentially depend on our tentative functional equation (33) and the residue of

our ¿-functions at s = n/2. First note that the functional equation of the Ep-

stein zeta function of Lemma 3 immediately implies that

I-e(-uv)   if   vGZ",

0 otherwise.

(Combining this with (26), we find that ¿(0, eq(p), Q) = — l. Multiplying both

sides of (33) by s and letting s —* 0, we find that Theorem 2(i) implies

GQ{q, p)GQt{q, -Wq) - qn{8nD{Q*)lD{Q?)f.

By (32), we find

(34) 8nD{Q*) = ¿Xßt)det(S)2,

so that

(35) GQ{q, p)GQ,{q, -~p~D~q)= «" det B.

Taking absolute values of (35), and applying Lemma 2, as we may since the

right-hand side of (35) is nonzero, we obtain

N{q,Q)N{q,Q*) = à*{B)2,
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whence (34) becomes

(36) 8"DiQ*) = £>(ß+M<7> ÔM<7, Q*)-

Combining this result with (14), our tentative functional equation (33) can now

be rewritten as

Zis, eq(p), Q) = q-"l2Niq, Q)-*GQiq, pW, eqi-p1\), Q%

as claimed, in view of (10) and (23).

7. Some final observations. (35) may be interpreted as a kind of recip-

rocity law for our Gaussian sums Ggiq, p), which may be described equivalent^/

by eQ.iq, pD~q) = eQiq,p).

It is worth noting that Stark [8, p. 43, Lemma 10] has introduced an-

other type of reciprocity law for these Gaussian sums, namely,

(37) GQiq, 1) = q^DiQ^-^WG^iD, -q)

which holds for all ß G H+ ; the proof of this is a consequence of the analytic

properties of the theta function of Q. In fact Stark introduced (37) precisely

so that he could obtain the results in Theorem l(ii) for arbitrary q, subject to

his restriction that iq, ¿Xß)) = 1. Furthermore (37) can be used to extend

Theorem l(ii) to include the case of even q, provided iq, Q)EHn, but at the

expense of considerable complications (cf. [8] ).

From (37), one can deduce

DiQ?)Niq,Q) = onNiDq,Qt),

so that on combining this with (36), we obtain the following interpretation of

Riq, ß*)> which can also be verified directly:

Rid,Q*) = NiDq,Qi).
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